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01FAFSA Website

"FAFSA4caster will help you
understand your options for
paying for college."

Let's get started!



Enter in your Student information.
Click on the "?" if you need further understanding of the question(s).

02STUDENT INFORMATION



Check the boxes that apply to you. This determines whether you are a "Dependent" or
"Independent" Student.

03STUDENT INFORMATION cont. 



Click on the "Marital Status" drop down menu to determine parent(s) status. Depending on
situation there will be specific questions to answer.

04PARENTAL INFORMATION



Here is an example for "Divorced or Separated" parents

PARENTAL INFORMATION 
example

Depending on whether Parents have filed
their taxes recently will determine specific
questions.



Enter all financial information. Below is an example.
Round up dollars without commas or decimal points. Do not enter cents.

05PARENTAL INFORMATION cont.



Enter all financial information. Below is an example.
Round up dollars without commas or decimal points. Do not enter cents.

06PARENTAL INFORMATION cont.



Enter Student financial information.
Depending on whether you filed taxes recently will determine questions asked.

07additional STUDENT INFORMATION



Enter Student financial information.
Depending on whether you filed taxes recently will determine questions asked.

08additional STUDENT INFORMATION
cont. 



Enter all financial information. Below is an example.
Round up dollars without commas or decimal points. Do not enter cents.

09additional STUDENT INFORMATION
cont. 



Click "SUBMIT"

10STUDENT INFORMATION cont. 



It is helpful to determine how your financial aid is applied if you enter college name and cost of
attendance. Click on "College Scorecard" to find out what your college costs are to attend.
Enter in that amount.

10COLLEGE COST WORKSHEET



By clicking on "College Scorecard" you will enter in your college/school name.

11COLLEGE SCORECARD



Depending on financial information entered can determine your estimated Federal Pell Grant,
maximum amounts vary year to year. This is an example.
Click the "?" to find out what other sources of aid you can apply to.

12GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS



Work Study shows what a Student can potentially earn while in school. This is an example.
Student Loans show how much you can borrow from the federal government.
Amounts vary based on financial information provided. 

13WORK-STUDY



14DIRECT STAFFORD LOANS



15PARENT PLUS loan
Enter any information that may apply.
Below you will see the example of total estimated aid, the difference from the college costs, and
expected family contribution or (EFC).



Remember, this is a tool for educational financial planning
purposes only. You can go back as many times to enter new
dollar amounts to get comparisons.
Please contact Tribal Workforce Development or the
Education Department if you need assistance with this or any
other information.
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